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Terrestrial Rock is the world’s first NFT collection comprised of 3333 NFTs i.e. real 
photographs (3234 NFTs) & videos (99 NFTs) of our collectible rocks presumed to be 
Meteorites. May it be Meteorites or Meteowrongs, our NFTs are priceless and we intend 
to build cool utility platforms on the Metaverse unlike any other projects in the space.

INTRODUCTION
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Our 99 NFT collections are real video-graphs of our collectibles (99 rocks), that are 
presumed to be meteorites, portrayed in 360 degree. If you take a look at our sneak 
peaks, you will realize we have the potential to be the most valuable rock project 
surpassing any of our competitors in the crypto space considering the quality of the arts 
alone. We will conduct auction in 3 phases i.e. 33 NFTs in each phase. The rarity of the 
collection is entirely based on the weight of each rock.

It’s a unique collection of 3234 NFTs that are photographs of our collectible rocks clicked 
in various different angles. As you can see the sneak peaks are mind blowing, the 
collection will have rarity characteristics specifically divided into common, uncommon and 
rare. The minting will happen soon after we conclude our auctions.

99 NFT COLLECTION

3234 NFT collection
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This is going to be a revolutionary establishment and a blow to the corporates as we plan 
to onboard hundreds of students for free who apply for admission in our university every 6 
months. Our NFT holders will get a life time pass to our university as long as they HODL. 
We plan to include wide varieties of subjects like Coding, AI, Machine learning, Internet 
addiction awareness, Mental health awareness, Blockchain courses ( Smart contract 
development, Audit etc) and much more. There will be paid courses in our university 
exclusively for the general public who can’t buy our NFTs.

A considerable percentage of revenue generated from the Virtual University & Luxury 
Market Place, along with the 6.66% royalties generated from OpenSea will flow back into 
our DAO that will oversee the overall activities of Terrestrial Rock. We are confident that 
our Virtual University will be self-sufficient on the way moving forward as we get the right 
exposure. Future is bright indeed!

This is our first establishment on Decentraland where we trade luxury products ( exotic 
watches like Audemars Piguet, Richard Mille etc), Luxury Ornaments & Certified precious 
stones (Ruby, Emerald, Red diamonds, Omani pearl) etc exclusively to our NFT holders. 
We won’t be trading Meteorites as it’s illegal to do it Dubai and we intend to make it as 
our hub. We will use a luxury products logistics channel in Dubai to safely transport our 
deliverables to our loyal NFT holders/ customers. A virtual collectible/wearable based on 
your purchased product will be immediately transferred to the buyers which can be 
used/traded on Decentraland.

LUXURY MARKET PLACE

VIRTUAL UNIVERSITY

How do we run the Virtual University successfully ?
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We are dedicated to build a well-funded DAO that will successfully run our multi-billion 
dollar empire even if the founder’s perish in the future. Future is uncertain! We will take 
necessary measures to make sure we will thrive as long as blockchain exits.

We also intend to contribute a portion of DAO token to space exploration company
namely SpaceX and also to multiple other programs ( synthetic RNA development, 
Robotics & AI development etc) that will make this world a better place for humanity to 
survive and thrive. Global warming has to be addressed urgently hence we contribute a 
portion of our DAO $token for the cause as well. We firmly believe that our community will 
make the right decisions on DAO and we continue to serve the humanity as a whole.

We will launch our DAO $token post mint that will power our entire ecosystem. We will do 
everything in our power to make sure we will be doing the initial exchange offering (IEO) 
on a Tier 1 exchange. Holders of our DAO token will enjoy voting rights that will determine
the future of our highly esteemed project. An autonomous body will be appointed 
democratically that will foresee the activities of the DAO and make sure the funds are 
utilized effectively and efficiently. We will be airdropping our DAO $token to our NFT 
holders proportionally (99 NFT collection & 3234 NFT collection) and there won’t be a 
private sale/ public sale for the same instead we plan to do a decent IEO in a Tier 1 
exchange. When we dream, we dream unlike anyone! 

Decentralized Autonomous Organization 
(DAO)
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An LLC company will be formed in a crypto-friendly country as soon as we finish our 
mints. We find this step really inevitable for the sake of safety and security of our investors 
also for a better transparency in doing business. We will do everything in our power to 
realize our wild visions for the future. Marketing is the huge part of the success of any 
project so we will Be doing it consistently and making strategic partnerships with other well 
established projects in the crypto space on the way. 

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (LLC) 
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Formation of team members 
Design webpage
Auction sale (99) (Mp4). 
Presale and Public sale mint 
(3234) (JPEG).
Meteorite Testing done by a 
scientist.

Lands acquired on the 
Decentraland.
Realizing our Metaverse 
vision

To be continued...

Limited Liability Company 
established.
DAO integration & Dao $token 
launched.

ROAD MAP

PHASE 3

PHASE 1

PHASE 4

PHASE 2
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